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ABSTRACT 
LetA-M-N~R”“beasplitting.WecaUitaregularsplittingifM-‘~Oand 
N 2 0. In this paper, we answer Questions 5.1 and 5.4, and we generalize Theorem 
4.5, of Schneider [ Lineur Algebra A&. 5!3:407-429 (1984)]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Considerannxn matrix A=sZ-B with B>Oand p(B)<s. Wecall 
such a matrix an M-matrix. In [S] and [6] Varga introduced the definition of a 
regular splitting of a matrix A = M - N in order to unify and generalize 
classical procedures in the numerical solution of systems of linear equations 
and more recent corresponding theorems on matrices. In this paper, we only 
consider regular splittings of M-matrices, and we prove some theoretical 
results on M-matrices which are motivated by the recent paper [4]. 
We now introduce the results of this paper. Our Section 2 is preliminaries. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of the relationship of a regular splitting to a 
graph compatible splitting. We show that an Gregular splitting is a graph 
compatible splitting; see Theorem 3.6. 
For a regular splitting of an irreducible M-matrix A, we show in Section 4 
that Lemma 3.4 in [4] still holds and find a counterexample for a weak 
regular splitting; see Theorem 4.5. 
In Section 5, we generalize Theorem 4.5 in [4]; see Theorem 5.5. We also 
study the relationship of an Lregular splitting and an M-splitting; see 
Theorem 5.7. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
A (directed) graph l? is pair (V, E) where E c V X V. Usually, we write 
the vertex set as V= {l,..., n},andinthiscaseweidentify I withtheedge 
set E. A path from i to j of length k is a sequence (Y = (ia, i,, . . . , ik_l, ik) of 
vertices where i,=i and i,= j such that (i,,i,),...,(ik_l,i,) are arcs of I 
and k >, 1. The path is called closed if i = j. A closed path (i,, ii, . . . , ik) with 
i,,..., i, pairwise distinct is a circuit. If (r = (i,,, . . . , ik) and /3 = (ik,. . . , i,) are 
paths in I’, then the concatenation path (io,. . . , i,, . . . , i,) is denoted by 
(a, 8). 
If rr and Is are graphs, then the .product graph Il. I, is defined by 
(i, j) E I,.Is if there is a k E V such that (i, k) E rl and (k, j) E I’,. We 
write I2 = I?- I, I3 = r2- I, etc. The transitive closure F* of a graph is 
r* = I u r2 u - . . . By A we de_note the diagonal graph A =l(i, i): i E V }. 
The reflexive-transitive closure I of a graph is defined to be I = A U r U r2 
. . . =AuT*. If AER”“, 
ii, j):2#0}. A 
then the graph of A is defined to be I( A) = 
matrix A is irreducible if and only if I’(A) is strongly 
connect . Recall that any reducible matrix A can be permuted into reduced 
triangular block form: 
PAP’= I 
A,, A,2 * * . A,, 
A, .‘a A,, 
0 AL 1 2 (2.i) 
where each block Aji is square and irreducible. 
A class of a matrix A is the vertex set of a strongly connected component 
of I( A). Hence, the classes of A may be ordered V,, . . . , V, so that i E V, has 
accessto jEV,,onlyifg<h.Weshallcall(V,,...,V,)anormalpartitionfor 
A, and the form (2.i) is called the normal form of A. Hence A,, = A[V,, V,]. 
[Without loss of generality the reader may suppose subsequently that the 
matrix denoted by A is in normal form (2.i).] 
Let w,,w,besubsetsof V= {l,...,n}. Wesaythat wi hasaccessto w2 
in r(A) if some i E wi has access to some j E w2 in I(A). A sequence of 
classes (V,,, . . . , VJ of A is called a chain of classes in r(A) of length t if 
VFL and VP, has access to VBh+,, h = 1,. . . , t - 1. 
A class V, in a normal partition is basic if and only if p(A,,) = p(A), and 
final if it has access to no other class. If h is an eigenvalue of A,,, we call VP 
a &class. To avoid confusion, we call V, a null class for A if A,, = 0. 
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DEFI~TIoN 2.1. 
(a) Let A E R”“. A pair of matrices (M, N) in R”” is called a splitting of 
AifA=M-NandMisnonsmgular. 
(b) Asplitting A=M-Nisnontrivialif N#O. 
(c) Asplittingisweakregularif M-‘>Oand M-‘NaO. 
(d) Asplittingisregularif M-‘>Oad N>O. 
(e) A splitting is an M-splitting if M is an M-matrix and N > 0. 
(f) A splitting is graph compatible if I’(M) c r(A). 
DEXIMTION 2.2. A regular splitting A = M - N is called an Lregular 
splitting if A is nonsingular or for all singular classes Vs, of A we have 
r(Aghgh)n r(N) # 0 or there exists i E V’, such that (i, i) E l?(N). 
A matrix P E R”” is called nonnegative if pii > 0, i, j = 1,. . . , n, and we 
write P>,O. Wecall P positiveifpij>O, i,j=l,...,n,andwewrite P>O. 
A matrix A E R”” is called a Z-matrix if A=sZ-P for some PER and 
P > 0, and A is called an M-matrix if A is a Zmatrix and s > p(P), the 
spectral radius of P. A matrix B is said to be convergent if lim, _ o3 Bk exists 
and is the zero matrix. We write 2 = {A E R”“: A is a Zmatrix}. 
3. THE RELATIONSHIP OF REGULAR SPLI’ITING 
AND GRAPH COMPATIBLE SPLITTING 
H. Schneider conjectures in [4] that under a mild additional condition a 
regular splitting of an M-matrix must be graph compatible. For example, this 
condition may be for all diagonal elements of A (or of M) to be positive. 
Mou-Cheng Zhang gave counterexamples in [7] to show that a regular 
splitting of an M-matrix is not a graph compatible although all diagonal 
elements of A (or of M) are positive. Here, we shall show that the conjecture 
is true for Lregular splittings of an M-matrix. 
We observe that (i, j) E r* if and only if there is a path from i to j in I, 
andwemayalsoaffirm(i,j)~r(A)ifandonlyifthereisapathfromitoj 
in r(A) for A a nonsingular matrix. 
LEMMA 3.1 [l, 41. Let A be a nonsingular M-m&ix. Then 
(i) All of the principal minors of A are positive, and A- ’ 2 0. 
(ii) Zf A = M - N is a regular splitting, then B = Z - M-‘N is a nonsin- 
guh M-mu&ix and M- ‘N is convergent. 
(iii) r(A-‘) =r(A). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a nonsingular M-matrix. Then all of the diagonal 
elements of A-’ are positive. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 3.1@). W 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a nonsingular M-masand let A = M - N be a 
regular splitting, B = Z - M-‘N. Then r(B) G I?( A). 
Proof, Now take A-’ = (ail), M-’ = (mif), and B = (bij). By A = M - 
N, we have M-’ = BA- ‘. For any (i, j) E I(B), we have bij # 0. This 
implies (i, j) E I’(A-‘); otherwise (i, j) e I’(A-‘), and then aij = 0. Since 
M-i = BA-’ , we have mij = bilaij + ... + biiaij + ... + bijajj 
+ . - . + binakl. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that B is a nonsingular M-matrix 
and A- ’ >, 0. Hence b,,aij G 0, k # j. If aij = 0, then mij < 0. But since 
M-‘>O, rnij =O. Consequently, bikaij=O (k =l,..., n). This implies 
bifail = 0. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that aij > 0. Hence bij = 0. This 
contradicts b,,#O. Hence (i,j)EI’(A-l). This proves I’(B)cr(A) by 
Lemma 3.l(iii). W 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a nonsingular M-matrix, and A = M - N be a 
regular splitting. Then A = M - N is a graph compatible splitting. 
Proof. For any (i, j) E r(M), we have mij # 0. 
(1) Suppose rnil < 0. Since aij = mij - nii and nil >, 0, we have aij < 0. 
This implies (i, j) E I( A). 
(2) Suppose mij > 0. Take B = Z - M-‘N and B-’ = (bi;.). In this case, 
(i, j) E r(B-‘): otherwise, (i, j) 6C r(B-‘), 
M = AB-‘. So mij = XE_laikb;j. 
and then bij = 0. It is clear that 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that B- ’ > 0. 
Since A is an M-matrix, we obtain mi, 6 0. This contradicts mij > 0. Hence 
it, j) E.IYB-1) =IW i.e., there is a path a from i to j in r(B). Let a be 
,, ,..., a,), whee i,=i, i,= j. Then (i,,i,+,)~r(B) (t=O,l,..., k-l). It 
follows from Lemma 3.3 that (it, i,, 1) E I’( A). Hence there is a path & from 
i, to i,+i inr(A),t=O ,..., k-l.Let/3be(&, ,..., /3_l).ThusPisapath 
from i to j in I(A). Therefore (i, j) E I’( A). Consequently, we obtain 
I(M)LI(A). W 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be a singular, irreducible M-matrix of order n. Zf A is 
a 1 x 1 null matrix, let Dll(e) = E > 0. Otherwise, for some atp # 0, we 
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d43fine the ?7lutix D,,(e) = (dij) by 
dij = 
e if i=t, j=p, 
0 otherwise. 
wheree>Osatisj?es~+a,,~O,t#p,or~+atp>O,t=p.ThenA+Dtp(~) 
is a nonsingular, irreducible M-matrix. 
Proof. Easy. n 
In the normal form of A, let Aihih (h = 1,. .., s) be all the singular 
matrices among A,, (i=l,..., k). We assume that A is a singular M-matrix 
andA=M-NisanL-regularsplitting.Then~(A,h,h)~~(N)#0 orthere 
exists t, E vi, such that (t,,, t,,) E r(N), h = 1,. . . , s. This implies that there 
are athPh < 0, nZthPh> 0 (tn Z ph), or nthth> 0, where t,,, ph E Vi,,, h = 1,. . . , S. 
We define matrices DthPh(&h) = (dihjb) of the same orders as Aihih (h = 
1 ,***, s) as follows: 
'ihjh= 
E,, if i,=t,, j,,=p,,, 
0 otherwise. 
where &h > 0 satisfies eh + athPh< 0, flthPh- &h > 0 (th # ph), or eh + athth’ 0, 
%$$h - &h > 0, h = l,..., s. 
Let A, B E R”“, we can partition A, B into 
A,, 4, * * * Alk 
A= 
A,, A, **- A2k I 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Akl A k2 --* A kk 
and 
B= 
respectively, where A,,, B,, (i = 1,. . . , k) are square matrices. 
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If Ai, and Bii have the same order, i = 1,. . . , k, the partition matrices A 
and B are said to be of the same form. 
We define a matrix D = ( Di j) with the same form as A as follows: 
Dij = 
DthPh(eh) if i= j=i,, h=l,..., s, 
0 otherwise. 
(3.i) 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be an M-matrix, and A = M - N be an L-regular 
splitting. Then A = M - N is a graph compatible splitting. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, it is sufficient to consider the case when A is a 
singular M-matrix. It follows from Lemma 3.5 and the definition (3.i) of the 
matrix D that A + D is a nonsingular M-matrix and N - D >, 0. Thus 
A + D = M - (N - D) is a regular splitting. By the Theorem 3.4, we obtain 
I(M) G I’( A + 0). By the definition of D, it is easy to show I( A) L I( A + 
D) c r(A) u A, i.e. I’( A) = I( A + D). This proves the theorem. n 
Let Abean M-matrixand A=M-N bearegularsplitting.If A=M- 
N is graph compatible, must A = M - N be an L-regular splitting? The 
answer is negative. For example, let 
Then A = M - N is a graph compatible regular splitting. But I( A,,) n I(N) 
=0 and rrii = 0 (i = 1,2,3,4,5). 
4. ON ITERATIVE MATRICES 
In [4] H. Schneider asks: “Does Lemma 3.4 still hold for an irreducible 
M-matrix A when the splitting is assumed to be regular or weakly regular?” 
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[4, open question 5.41. Lemma 3.4 in [4] can be restated as follows: Let 
A E R”” be irreducible and let A = M - N be a nontrivial M-splitting. Let 
ws be the subset of V= {l,..., n } consisting of those j E V for which the 
jth column of N is nonzero, and let w,=V\w,. Let T = LU-‘N, qi = 
T[wi, wi]. Then 
T 11 = 0 and T,, = 0, 
every row of T,, IS nonzero, 
T, is a (nonempty) nonzero irreducible matrix. 
We give a counterexample to show that Lemma 3.4 does not hold for an 







1 -1 -1 
M= 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
ThenA=M-N,with 
- 
1 1 1 1 
&f-l= [ 0 1 
0 0 
 0 0 1  10’   
0 -1 0 
1 0 -1 
-1 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 [ 
0 , N= 0” 
1 
Hence A = M - N is a weakly regular splitting and 
This implies that T, is not an irreducible matrix. 
-1 0 0 
0 0 0 
10 0’ 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
10 0’ 
0 0 0 1 
To find a necessary and sufficient condition for a weakly regular splitting 
such that Lemma 3.4 in [4] holds, we shall prove the following theorem. 
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THEOFEM~.~. LetAbeani~educibl.eM+nutrix,andletA=M-Nbe 
a rwntriuial weakly regular splitting. Let w2 be the subset of V = { 1,. . . , n } 
consistis of those j E V for which the jth column of N is nonzero, and 
w,=V\w,. LetT=M-‘NJ&= [ i, T w wJ, i, j=l,2. ThenI’(I’(N)5 
I’( M-IN)* if and only if 
T,, = T,, = 0, (4.i) 
every row of T,, is nonzero, (4.ii) 
T, is a (nonempty) nonzero irreducible matrix. (43 
Proof. “ If”: Easy. 
“Only if”: Since T,, = T,, = 0, without loss of generality we may assume 
T=,,f-‘NC ’ T12 
[ 1 0 T,’ 
By induction, we obtain 
(M-IN)‘= [i Tlcfl], s=1,2,..., where T;=z. 
Since T, 3 0, there exists k d n such that C, = T, + . + 
It is easy to prove I’(M-‘N)* = T(B), where 
B=M-‘N+(M-‘N)2+ ‘a. +(M-‘N 
T,,(I + G.2) 1 Czz+Tk+’ ’ 
. + T& > 0 by (4.3. 
> 
lC+1 
Since every row of T12 is nonzero, T,,(C= + Z ) > 0. Then for any j E w2, 
i~v, we have (i, j)EI’(M-lN)*. From this, it is clear that I’(A)I’(N) 
G I’( M-IN)*. This completes the proof of theorem. w 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be a rwnsingular, irreducible M-matrix, and let 
A = M - N be a nontrivid regukxr splitting. Then (4.i), (4.9, (43) are true. 
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Proof. Clearly, A-‘M = (I - M-‘N)-‘. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
M-IN is convergent. Then A-‘M= Z + M-‘N +(M-‘N)2 + * - -. Since 
A-1M=Z+A-1N,wehaveZ+A-‘N=Z+M-‘N+(M-’N)2+ a.-.This 
implies A -lN=C~r_l(M-‘N)k. By Lemma 3.1, we have ‘a 0 and 
I?(A-‘)=I’(A). S ince N>O, we have M-‘N>,O and I’(A)I’(N)= 
lJr_lrk(M-lN) =r(M-‘N)*. The result follows from Theorem 4.1. n 
Now we study regular splittings of the matrix A. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A be a singular, irreducible M-matrix, and let A = M - 
N be a regular splitting. Then 
p(M-‘N) = 1, (4.iv) 
B=Z- M-‘NisasinguZarM-matrix. (4.v) 
Proof. Easy. n 
LEMMA 4.4. Let B E R”“, B=Z-T, whereTaO and p(T)=l. Then 
T is an irreducible matrix if and only if 
(a) rank(B) = n - 1, 
(b) to the spectral radius p(T) = 1 of T, there cormsponds a positive 
eigenvector of T and a positive eigenvectm of T’. 
Proof. Easy. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A E R”” be an irreducible M-matrix, and let A = M 
- N be a rwntrivial regular splitting. Then (4.i), (4.9, and (4.iii) are true. 
Proof. In Corollary 4.2, we have proved that (4.i), (4.ii), and (4.iii) are 
true in the case that A is a nonsingular matrix. We need only to show that 








[ 1 22 
is zero. Let 
M-l= M/l Mi2 
[ 1 Wl M& * 
Then 
(4.vi) 
where Ti2 = M,;N,, + M,‘,N, (i = 1,2). This proves (4.i). 
Since A is a singular and irreducible M-matrix, it follows from the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem that there exist vectors x > 0 and y > 0 for which 
Ax=Oand y’A=O.Thus 
(M4+=0. (4.vii) 
Since M is a nonsingular matrix, permultiplying by M- ’ in (li.vii), we 
obtain (I - M-‘N)x = 0. Hence M-‘Nx = z. Since I > 0 and M-‘N > 0, no 
row is zero in M-‘N. Hence, no row of T,, is zero. This implies (4.ii). 
To prove (4.ii9, let n’ = y ‘M and partition ut = [vi, uk] conformably with 
N. Clearly, we have u’ = ytN and hence ui = 0, and since y > 0, N 2 0, no 
column of N’ is zero, and Up = yiNi + y;N,, it follows that uh > 0. Let 
B = Z - M-‘N. By (4.~3, 
1 %2 
B= o” 
[ 1 B ) 22 
where I,, is an identity matrix and B, = I - T,, where T, z 0. We parti- 
tion x = [zi, x2] conformably with B. It now follows from Ax = 0 that 
Bzzx2 = 0, where x2 > 0. It follows from utB = y’MB = y’A = 0 that ukZ3, = 
0, where u2 > 0. Since A is irreducible, rank(A) = n - 1, and hence rank(B) 
= n - 1. But rank(Z,,) = ]~i], and hence rank(B,) = ]w2] - 1. It now follows 
from Lemma 4.4 that T, is an irreducible M-matrix. n 
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5. THE GENERAnATION OF SCHNEIDER’S THEOREM 
In this section, we shall show that the result of [4, Theorem 4.51 is also 
true for Lregular splittings. 
Let A E R”“. By muhA we denote the algebraic multiplicity of X as 
an eigenvalue of A. We define the index of h for A E R”” by 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a singular M-matrix, and A = M - N and L-regu- 
lar splitting. Then all diugonul elements of M are positive. 
Proof. Follows immediately from [l, Theorems 6.4.16,6.2.3]. n 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A be an M-matrix, and let A = M - N be an L-regular 
SplittingThen r(A)I’(N)=I’(M-‘N)*. 
Proof. We define D as in (3.i). Since A = M - N is an L-regular 
splitting, A + D = M - (N - D) is a regular splitting of nonsingular M- 
matrix. This implies that M- ‘(N - D) is convergent. Hence [I - M- ‘(N - 
D)]-‘=Z+c~_IIM-‘(N- D)lk. It is easy to prove that (A+ D)-‘M=Z 
+(A+D)-‘(N-D) and (A+D)-‘M=[Z-M-‘(N-D)]-‘. Hence (A 
+ D)-‘(N- D)=Xr_‘,XM-l(N- D))k. Then r(M-‘(N- D))*=I’(A+ 
D)-‘r(N- D). By Lemma 3.1, we obtain I(A+ D)-‘=r(A +D). It is 
clear that r(N-D)=r(N) and r(A+D)=I’(A). Hence I’(A)I’(N) 
=r(M-‘N)*. n 
By the same procedure as [4, Theorem 2.7(b), 2.81, we obtain following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A be an M-matrix, and A = M - N an Z--regular 
splitting. Then there is a path from i to j in r( M-lN) if and only if there is 
a path jkm i to j in l?(N) u r(M) whose final arc is in l?(N). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be an M-matrix, and A = M - N an L-regular 
splitting. Let j be a vertex of a circuit of r(M-‘N), and let i(i + j) E V. 
Then i bus access to j in lT(M-‘N) if and only if i bus access to j in r(A). 
The procedure of proof of Theorem 5.5 is due to Hans Schneider [4]. 
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THEOREM 5.5. Let A be a singular M-matrix, and A = M - N be an 
L-regulur splitting. Then 
(a) p( M-‘N) = 1, 
(b) muItl(M-‘N) = m&,,(A), 
(c) ind,(M-‘N) = ind,(A). 
Proof. (a): By [4, Theorem 4.41. 
(b): Each class of M-‘N is contained in a class of A. By the argument in 
the proof of [4, Theorem 4.41, each l-class of M- ‘N is contained in a singular 
class of A and each singular class of A contains at least one l-class of M-‘N. 
It now follows from Theorem 4.5 that each singular class of A contains 
precisely one l-class of M-IN. Thus (b) follows. 
(c): Let ind,( A) = w. By [3, Theorem 3.11, there is a chain of singular 
classes Vit,, . . . , vi_ for A. Let Wi be the l-class of M-IN contained in yq, 
q=l , . . . , w. Every vertex of a 1Aass of M- ‘N lies on a circuit of I?( M- ‘N). 
Hence by Lemma 5.4, Wi,, . . . , Wi, is a chain of l-classes for M- ‘N. Hence 
by [3, Theorem 3.11, ind,(M-‘N) > w. The result now follows from [4, 
Theorem 4.4(c)]. n 
REMARK 5.6. Parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.5 follow under the weaker 
assumption that A = M - N is a graph compatible regular splitting. 
Here, we shall show that Theorem 5.5 is a generalization of [4, Theorem 
4.51. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let A be a singular M-matrix, and A = M - N an M- 
splitting. Then A = M - N is an L-regular splitting. 
Proof. It follows from [4, Lemma 2.41 that A = M - N is a regular 
splitting and a graph compatible splitting. We partition M as A. Since A has 
normal form (2.i), it follows from Lemma 3.6 that M,, (i = 1,. . . , k) are 
nonsingular M-matrices, and Aii (i = l,.. . , k) are M-matrices. Let Aiti, be 
any singular matrix. We obtain Aipi,= Mipi, - Nipi,. Since Ai i is a singular 
matrix, Ni i # 0. Let n$) # 0. If i # j, then a$) # 0. This gphes (i, j) E 
I’(Acc)np.(N). Hence r(Afpip)n IT(N) 20. If i = j, then there is i E V 
such that (i, j ) E r( N ). By the definition of Gregular splitting, we obtain 
that A = M - N is an LreguIar splitting. n 
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We give an example of an Lregular splitting which neither is an 
M-splitting nor satisfies l?( M)r(N) = r(M-‘N). Let 
Then 
1 1 0 
M--l= 0 1 1 >O, 
[ 1 NaO, and I’(A)nr(N)#0. 0 0 1 






1 1,  I’(M-‘N)=r [ 0 0 1 1 0 1 , 
0 0 1 1 0 0 
 
We see that r( M)I’(N) z r(M-‘N). 
I thank Professor MouCheng Zhang for suggesting this problem to me, 
and I thank him too for many helpful suggestions. I am also indebted to 
Professor Hans Schneider for his kind help on the completion of this paper. 
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